
Banksy's art has been exhibited in
galleries and museums around the
world, but his true fame comes
from his public installations. He has
created a lot of murals,
installations, and sculptures around
the world, especially in unexpected
places . Some of his most famous
works include the mural of a girl
with a balloon, which was painted
on a wall in London and later
auctioned for millions of dollars,
and the installation of a
Guantanamo Bay detainee in
Disneyland.

Banksy’s identity is unknown, he has been
captivating the art world since the late 1990s
with his provoking works . Over the years,
many people have claimed to know who
Banksy is, but his true identity remains a
secret.
Despite his anonymity, Banksy's impact on
the art world cannot be exaggerated. His
works have inspired a lot of artists and he
started important conversations about social
and political issues. 

One of Banksy's most famous pranks
was his 2018 stunt at an auction house in
London. After one of his pieces, "Girl
with Balloon," sold for over a million
pounds, Banksy posted a video on his
website of  his artwork when it began to
shred itself into pieces in front of
everyone . Banksy later revealed that he
had secretly installed a shredder inside
the frame of the artwork, intending to
make a statement about the
commercialization of art.

Banksy and his art ?

Banksy’s Identity ?

the street artist who expresses
the world's issues.

 Banksy is a brilliant British artist,
Born in Bristol, England, in the early
1970s, he began his career as a
graffiti artist . He works with
stenciled images of rats and
monkeys, which soon became his
signature style. Banksy's work
quickly got famous for its interesting
subjects on contemporary society,
politics, and culture.

His famous prank ?

Who’s banksy ?
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